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"While the test drive remains key in the car buying process,
many are turning to online research and resources to
compare things such as pricing, dealership incentives and
gas mileage. Consumers are also going online to peruse
professional vehicle reviews, dealership reviews and to
view owners’ experiences."
- Andrew Zmijak, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Women are more likely to cite expensive repairs
Online reviews can influence choice, especially among younger consumers
Dealerships can be intimidating
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
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Marketing and Advertising
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What’s Working?
New vehicle sales continue to see growth
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What’s Struggling?
Repairs can be expensive
Recalls continue to emerge at an alarming rate
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Challenging the franchise dealership model
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Types of Vehicles Considered
SUVs and sedans top the list
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Figure 19: Types of vehicles considered, February 2017
Most consumers are considering buying a new vehicle
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Men are pulled towards new cars while more women are unsure
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Reasons for Vehicle Purchase Intent
Mileage of vehicle is a key purchase motivator
Figure 22: Reasons for vehicle purchase intent, February 2017
Men want new tech whereas women cite expensive repairs
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Research and Resources
The good old test drive still remains key in the car purchasing process
Figure 26: Research and resources planned to be used, February 2017
Younger consumers biased towards specific online resources
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Attitudes towards the Car Purchasing Process
Performing research and comparing dealership incentives are critical
Figure 28: Research-related attitudes towards the car purchasing process (any agree), February 2017
Trust is key
Figure 29: Trust-related attitudes towards the car purchasing process, February 2017
Online reviews can influence consumer choice
Figure 30: Online-related attitudes towards the car purchasing process, February 2017
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